NOTES:
1. POLE FENCE IS TO BE USED TO KEEP LIVESTOCK OUT OF CULVERT / BRIDGE. THIS FENCE SHOULD ONLY BE USED IN COOPERATION WITH THE LAND/LIVESTOCK OWNER.
2. CONNECT RAILS TO POSTS WITH 1/2 INCH DIAMETER THREADED ROD; DRILL A 5/8 INCH DIAMETER HOLE THROUGH POST AND POLE.
3. EXTEND HORIZONTAL RAIL A MAXIMUM OF 12 INCH PAST END POST.
4. ALTERNATE RAILS TO ALLOW OVERLAP FOR ATTACHMENT TO POSTS.
5. MEASURE RAIL PLACEMENT FROM THE GROUND LINE TO THE CENTER LINE OF THE UPPER SET OF RAILS.
6. MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF TOP RAIL SHOULD BE NO MORE THAN 3 1/2 FT ABOVE GROUND.
7. BOTTOM RAIL SHOULD BE AT LEAST 18 INCHES ABOVE GROUND.

POLE FENCE DETAIL

SECTION A-A

THREADED ROD 1/2 INCH DIA. WITH 2 NUTS AND 2 WASHERS CUT BOLT FLUSH (+ 1/2 INCH MAX) WITH NUT.

NOTE:
A- POLE FENCE BUILT ADJACENT TO CORNER POST OF "CORNER BRACE WILDLIFE ESCAPE RAMP".
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NOTE:
B- POLE FENCE DETAIL

1'- 6" MIN

2'- 4" MIN

3'- 6" MAX

6'- 4" MIN

1"- 2" MAX

12" MAX

2'- 6" MIN

10'- 0"